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Be a better engineer — 

Application 
Design, material and manufacturing precision are all vital factors 

in the outstanding success of the Timken Tapered Roller Bearing; 

but our engineering experience in applying Timken Bearings to 

every kind of mechanical equipment — extending over more than 

three decades — is of equal importance in assuring consistently 

superior performance wherever Timken Bearings are used. 

Just as we pioneered the tapered roller bearing itself, so we have 

pioneered its use in industry after industry, until today there is 

hardly a single industry or type of equipment in which Timken 

Bearings are not employed and preferred for their versatility in 

eliminating friction; carrying radial, thrust and combined loads; 

and holding moving parts in correct and constant alignment. 

Through many years of adapting Timken Bearings to thousands of 

different kinds of machines, we have learned how to make the 

utmost of their varied abilities; how to take full advantage of 

their unusual qualities. The value of this experience to the de- 

signing engineer cannot be overemphasized; it cannot be bought; 

but when your student days are over and you enter the industrial 

field as a graduate engineer, our combined experience in design- 

ing, manufacturing and applying Timken Tapered Roller Bear- 

ings will be at your disposal to help you solve your bearing pro- 

blems, whatever they may be. Furthermore, we stand back of every 

TIMKEN Timken Bearing application that is approved by our Engineer- 

era aa ing Department. It must work to the complete satisfaction of 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS the user. The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio.
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“I HAVE TALKED WITH MEN back from the “And these jobs for refrigeration and “York air conditioning and refrigera- 
sweltering heat of the tropical fronts. I air conditioning are not limited to one or _ tion is on the job in bomber plants and 
have listened to men who have sailed'with two types of ships. Carriers, battleships, _ airport control towers. It also makes an 
our mighty task forces. And they put me —_ cruisers, destroyers, even landing craft... __ essential contribution to the production 
on the track ofa great story ofa vitalcon- each has its complement of equipment.” —_ of blood plasma and penicillin . . . syn- 
tribution to the efficiency of every branch thetic rubber, high octane gasoline, steel, 
of the armed forces. The search for fur- A Total Effort to Meet explosives and chemicals—all vital cogs in 
ther facts behind these battle line reports the Demands of Total War the machinery of war.” 
took me to tne plants of the vork Cor- “But, I can assure you, the demand for How the Challenze Was Met 

poration: | Dene earned 4 a . ramauc ‘this equipment is not limited to the Navy. 8 

aery ota condisionmag and xelriggeation “Every branch of the service has called “To meet this wartime demand York has at war. . . i z ari : . for more and more installations. From  agineered a wide variety of mechanical 
The Sci Cooli basic training to battle front, the soldiers’ cooling equipment applicable to highly 

he Science of Coolin, ‘ . : iali ineeri : 
rs of 8 diet of fresh food is protected by refriger- specialized engmeerng projects numbered 
Has Vital Jobs in the Navy ation. In Army training camps cold stor- i” the hundreds and fitted to the particu- 

“Let us consider the job that air condi- age and ice making equipment is on the ie needs af the armed forces and the in- 
tioning and refrigeration is doing in the job. Refrigerated ships deliver their car- nates BeEYINE EeMe 
Navy. It is no overstatement to say that g0es to portable cold storage plants on In many cases new techniques and 
without the science of cooling, the range foreign shores from which refrigerated new methods had to be developed from 

and striking power of our fighting fleets trucks take the fresh rations as close to scratch. I can assure you that these war- 

would be considerably reduced. Without the front line as possible. horn developments have advanced the 
refrigeration, food for months of extended “Airconditioning andrefrigerationhave — §“1ence of refrigeration many years . . . 
operations could not be preserved; our many other important uses in the Army. and that they herald a healthier, more 
task forces could only skirt the edges of Air conditioning guards delicate equip- livable, more comfortable world for you 

noe Ls * ° a i i + the vast Pacific instead of striking close to ment in remote Signal Corps huts. Re- and our returning servicemen, 
the enemy’s homeland. Without air con- frigeration is the vital part of low temper- 
ditioning, magazines would be hot hells of ature wind tunnels and test chambers Mk 
danger to stored powder . . . fire control where men, airplane engines, instruments x ! ’ John B, Kennedy 
towers... ready rooms ... Instrument and gear are exposed to stratospheric tem- 

rooms would not be filled with the vitaliz- peratures and pressures. You may be sure 

ing atmosphere most conducive to the the knowledge gained from such experi- |||; ———______ 
efficient coordination of mind, nerve and ments has helped to keep our men and *Cooling effect in B.T. U. per hour, American Society ‘ : , of Refrigerating Engineers Testing and Rating Code muscle. equipment on top: Number 14-41, 

Bi 
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was ome spotter plane... 

| Napoleon was a hot shot artilleryman! His cannoneers had hairy ears... but 

a Tis)... better reconnaissance would have saved his bacon . . . and his empire! 

, Ve One little “Spotter Plane” might have changed the face of Europe 
| " ...and our destiny. 

; Every ingredient of the spotter plane that Napoleon needed was on earth then. 

The only reason the plane itself didn’t exist was because men had not learned to 

“Imagineer” the things they needed. 

“Imagineering” is a word we invented to describe the way Alcoa, and other great 

groups of technical men and women, go about the job of supplying the materials, 

methods and machines of modern life. 

Remember this word “Imagineering”’. It represents the union of imagination, man’s 

oldest mental development, and engineering, his newest. Together they are the key to 

progress. Together they are the engineer’s contribution to mankind. 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

ALCOA 
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A | i TT ie BOVE is a cutaway section of a coaxial cable i a Je eo . - 
which may be used to provide telephone, television << ri a _ i L 
or sound program circuits. Its complexity—it can e oer oe a | 
furnish as many as 480 telephone circuits over each — Ls 6 / _ y 
pair of coaxials—offered a real challenge to the te oe oe 
ingenuity of the Western Electric engineers who had ie . alt bie 
to plan its production and design the equipment to oy Oa ee oe 
manufacture it in large quantities. Spacing and fastening insulating discs on the 

Evidence of their ability to meet the challenge is center wire of the coaxial. 
shown in the intricate machines pictured here. These a | | rr a sie : : SO = ee OT a are but two of many designed by Western Electric LAN TT. ak oe a y 
engineers to manufacture coaxial cable. eh rat SS So — TS 

With over 1,000 route-miles of coaxial cable now \ K Vig ca Da 7 
in operation or being laid, tentative plans call for a i y he i a <\ od 
coast-to-coast network by 1950—all made possible a na Ale ie ae 

by the ability of Western Electric engineers to lick ee iL i x o al 

the problems of manufacturing the complex coaxial ken OO 4 Le A. yo 
cable quickly and in quantity. fF 4 ons 4 

Buy all the War Bonds you can —_ 
‘ Machine which applies a double wrapping of steel 

—and keep all you. buy! tape to the coaxial unit. 

| Pe > TEs / CP Western Electric OSs 
| IN PEACE...SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR THE BELL SYSTEM. \\{ 

\ IN WAR...ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. 4 
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June HartNeu Iu Vhs Issue oe e 

Editor 

Francis ‘TENNIS COVER: Aviation... Army ... Defense 
Assistant Editor More plane parts per day are being produced 

because of improved electric furnaces. For ex- 
e ample, with a Westinghouse controlled-atmos- 

phere furnace, a single factory shift hardened 
EDITORIAL STAFF 20,000 small alloy bolts that would have taken 

MELVIN SATER ch'45 MAE ZIMMERMAN ch’46 a week in a conventional furnace, plus the add- Alumni Notes Campus Notes 1 G68 ‘chi DON HYZER m’46 KENNETH PALM e’45, ed cost and delay of pickling. DOROTHY MILLER ch’46 RALPH WILLIAMS m’46 —Courtesy Westinghouse RALPH WATSON mé&m’45 ROBERT CLAYTON m’46 
GERALD BROWN eh o46 S FRONTISPIECE: 

e This big metal ring—the base for a large gun 

mount—is being machined on a giant boring 
Ep Daus mill at the Westinghouse Electric and Manu- 

Business Manager facturing Company's East Pittsburgh works. 

Shipped in four sections, the ring weighs 92 
BUSINESS STAFF tons. The Westinghouse boring mill is one of 

KAY NAKAGIRI m’45, Advertising Manager the few in the United States large enough to 
SIGURD LOKKEN ce BOD MILLE ee Nae THOMAS ards accurately machine this assembled ring. As the 

gun mount base ring slowly revolves, a forged 
‘ steel cutting tool accurately machines a roller 

path surface. 
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Cornell Engineer Missouri Shamrock Rose Technic 
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—Don Hyzer, me’46 

TH gas turbine has been a natural development fol- bine unit, instead of the gases escaping they go into the 
lowing the gasoline engine, just as the steam turbine turbine which replaces the boiler and produce power. The 

followed the steam engine. Its actual development was power is used to operate the blower and also a generator 
started in the eighteenth century, but it never came into which replaces the motor. The generator is used as a 
its own until recent years. motor when starting the unit. 

The oil burner in the home with modifications is a type The gas turbine has the advantage over other engines 
of gas turbine which can be used to show its operation. A in that it operates at higher temperatures. This advantage 
typical oil burner has an electric motor which drives an is because in “heat engines” if the input temperature is 
air blower. The air and fuel come together in the firebox high the efficiency is high, other factors remaining equal. 
to produce a flame which heats the boiler. In the gas tur- The fact that it is very simple with no recipitating parts 

puts its above its mate, the gas engine. Besides 

there is no chance of it freezing up, because of 
S kK the absence of freezable liquids. Odd it is that 
me k the colder the outside temperature becomes the 

Air Intake ha Stac more efficiently the machine runs. This fact 
Ais cam Cy makes it especially applicable for use on air- 

N lower Co Planes. 
: . £ { { Boiler Many turbocharged diesel locomotives have 
| Electric Wire. my 4 been built, but the only one built using the gas 

Paver in tS) / turbine in place of the diesel is in Switzerland. 
¢ The gas turbine is being used in industries 

| Oo) where hot gases are given off because of some 
manufacturing process. 

Beteee (~~ aif Boe A central power station using a gas turbine 
P as the power unit was built in Switzerland by 

OIL BURNER Brown, Boveri, & Company. It is installed as 
a bombproof unit to. furnish power in case of 

Smoke an emergency. The advantages are that it is 
Air Intake Stack Torbi cheap, light, simple in design, small, and is not 

| 4, fir QO «Gas or bine dependent on any water supply. It has also 
| O Blower shown its value on relieving peak loads, al- 
| t >) though it cannot yet compete with the modern 
| Electric yy ys steam plant on base loads. 

Power = ites ) Orie of the greatest developments of the gas 
ut ) turbine has been for supercharging airplane en- 

| Electric, oO) N ges, a subject which will net be covered here. 
. ts use as a prime mover and stationary engine 

Generator F Firsbow is becoming more widespread with those in use 
4 showing good qualities which insure its growth. 

Fuel Oil Pipe References: 
The Basic. Sas Turbing and Some of Its Variants 

. Ken: THE ELEMENTARY GAS TURBINE The Modern Gas Turbine 
By R. Tom Sawyer 
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Wings Via Mother’s 

Pie Plate 
—Ralph A. Watson, m@m’46 

A Prous the facts are not yet widely known, it square inch obtained with fiberglass fabric. Most tests, 
may be said that Wisconsin industries are letting no however, run about 40,000 to 50,000 pounds per square 

dust collect in their research labs. Two notable examples inch. Cotton fabrics show low strengths, averaging from 

of pioneering in the development of new and better prod- 9,000 to 12,000 pounds per square inch, while some paper 

ucts are the low pressure laminates being developed by laminates equal the strength attained by those of fiberglass 

the Consolidated Water Power and Paper Company of fabric. 

Wisconsin Rapids and the resin faced plywood recently Perhaps the most significant feature to be noted when 

put on the market by the Kimberly-Clark Corporation of considering the use of the laminates is their low cost and 

Neenah. Both of these companies have large research ease of fabrication. It is said that “they mold as easily 
staffs assigned to the search for new uses for paper and, dropping a wet handkerchief over a pie tin”. Large and 

other wood products. small, simple and complex shapes are easily formed over 

The laminates are of paper or fabric impregnated with inexpensive, easy to tool-up dies of wood, Kirksite, Form- 

phenolic or urea resins. The layers are precut roughly to rite, cast aluminum, concrete, sheet metal, cast iron, or 

final shape by standard dies and shears before the resin even molded laminates themselves. The forming tech- 

is applied. Forming is done over low cost molds and the niques used in production are the autoclave, hot press, 

resin is cured by heat at low pressures. Some have strength metal to metal, or variations of these. Perhaps the method 

weight ratios equal to metal. most widely known is the autoclave. The layers of resin- 

Though they were first developed as a substitute for impregnated Paper‘or fabric. are:placed, between the mold. 

the scarce light aircraft metals, these laminates are now and a inflated ‘rubber bagi before the entire assembly is 

used for many purposes including binocular cases by the sealed the autoclave. Steam, hot air, or even hot water 

Navy, safety hats for miners and construction workers, is forced into the autoclave under pressure ‘to cure the 

electrical parts (principally housings), jettison gasoline resin in the laminate. Curing takes only: 15 ito 30 minutes 
tanke by ihe Avmy Av Forees, and even aizplane wing after which the cured shape is removed and Bee aside to 

tips. Many other uses are being studied. The Coast Guard cool. The autoclave has the advantage of being able to 

is testing channel buoys made of laminates. The saving foeny lange complexsshupes: in ome mparatlon: dase saving 

of 350 Ibs. weight giving greater freeboard with conse- asseinbly ‘costs: 

quent increased visibility, coupled with a similar saving The simple “hot press” principal is used for molding 

in cost, is very convincing. Machine gun ammunition boxes smaller parts. The press consists of a heated lower die of 

made of such laminates illustrate its resistance to abrasion aluminum or Kirksite and a rubber bag which is inflated 

particularly well. Samples tested fed 1200 continuous as the upper die. The resin coated layers are put into the 

rounds of ammunition without jamming. Metal doesn’t lower die and the upper die lowered. Air or water is then 
match that performance. introduced into the rubber bag forcing the impregnated 

Laminates now used in the aircraft industry equal and layers to conform to: the contour of the heated lower die. 
d the strenoth and stiffness of aircraft aluminum on The resin cures in five to nine minutes depending on the 

excee 2 : . 

a weight basis. Impact strengths of 20 to 25 foot pounds thickhess:Ge the imatezial. 

are obtained as compared with 2 foot pounds for most When using a method utilizing a rubber bag as one 

molded plastics. Fatigue tests of 10 to 60 million flexes side of the die, only that part of the laminate which is in 

result in no deformation and virtually no fatigue. They contact with the formed die is given a smooth finish. 

compare favorably with other plastics in chemical and A third method of low pressure laminating, that of us- 

electrical properties. Aircraft with fuselage, wing and tail ing presses with heated metal male and female dies, similar 

sections built of low PESRRUES laminates have been as- to the conventional compression molding of plastics, gives 
sembled and are now being tested. Top tensile strength of both sides of the finished shape a smooth finish. 
the molded laminates is more than 80,000 pounds per (Bless tarawe.page! 13) 
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Why Not Side Glance 

e e e 

Lubrication? V-12 Unit 

—J.D. Krummell —Gerald Brown, ph e’46 

Le NE “to 
| APEQUSTE lubrication, although one of the iniost im- 7 aS Y ie : Lie a 

portant factors affecting the design, operation, and EN os cotrmansfine 

maintenance of every machine today, is probably the most aia Ce inde ie aang fey 
1 en : : Re ae Se eee? 

neglected subject in the field of machine design and opera- bea Page Ei Cap — 
be LP Ga aeee 

tion. No mechanism could run more than a few minutes faye & ta) NE Rng ais 

without lubricants, yet in its design often the last thing to ; el eign 

come to the draftsman’s mind is the all-important provi- . ee 

sion for satisfactory lubrication of the moving parts. F ee 

If there were perfect lubrication, a machine would never 

wear out. For wear is due to friction —the greater the : 4 

friction the greater the wear. And since friction results in 

wasted power, we are actually buying the power to wear Leokicg Nag y tana 

out our machines! In a test conducted this spring in the 

repair shop of a major railroad, fifty-four of the shop W ITH no Purple Hearts, no DFC’s, the Battle of Lake 

machines in everyday use, planers, shapers, etc., were idled Mendota continues with unabated fury for the Navy 

with no load and a recording wattmeter was attached to slipstick shovers. But don’t confuse these fellows with the 

| determine the frictional power required to turn them over. pre-war engineers, for thick lens glasses, studious looks, 

It was shown that 109.9 horsepower was necessary just to long hair and social hermitage of the old engineer-stude 

overcome the friction between the moving parts, power have met their end. 

wasted as far as useful output is concerned. The oil in The battl be d ibed f . d hi 

each machine was then replaced with a grade of lubricant € “ . ene : Li e ‘l ar =. grap he 

recommended by an expert as better suited to the task, Burning the micnig t oul Is casualty of war Tor even the 
‘ é Beavers, since rise and be bright comes at 6 a. m. After 

and clogged oil holes were opened. Nothing else was done, - : . : 
: : . an excrutiatingly hard period of calisthenics, the breakfast 
| yet when the same machines were again idled at no load ; . 

_ of milk and ground glass is attacked, the dust rearranged 
under exactly the same conditions the wattmeter showed . 

. in the rooms and the V-12 is off to class. The lack of 
that friction losses had fallen to 83.5 h.p., a drop of 25%. . : . : : : 

_ . oo, sleep is quickly made up, with only minor interruptions 
Thus, by merely giving proper attention to the lubrication by j ‘ es 

- . . : y intermittently ringing bells. 
of the machines friction was cut one-fourth; this reduction 
effected a saving in power costs of $970 per year in that Of the afternoon courses, Rathskeller 180—Individual 

one shop alone! Other advantages in addition to the direct Study, leads in popularity and, as a consequence, most 

saving in power include greater production, since time lost V-12’s are often full of school spirits. 

for repairs and adjustment was reduced, an increase in The evenings are studious and quiet except for breaks 
the useful life of the machines, for they now required now and then in the normal roar. 

less maintenance, and incidentally, a saving due to the A V-12’s weekends vary from the week-days only in 

lesser amount of lubricant now necessary. the subject being pursued. While the Navy insures that 

A film of oil of microscopic thickness is all that is neces- any degree will be a Bachelor’s degree, the Navy slipster 
sary to lubricate a moving part— any amount in excess is not backwards socially. But necktiques are so diverse 

of this minute quantity is a waste of oil and money. How- that space does not permit consideration. 

ever, in most shops oil is applied to the bearings at inter- So there we have the pound of vinegar, 10°” electrons, 

vals of several hours or even days in a haphazard and _ etc., that make up the Wisconsin engineer, individual com- 

(continued on page 26) ponent of the Battle of the Lake. 
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Diesel Fuel Ethyl Alcohol From 

Testing Wood 

—William R. Wendt, Jr. —Elwin A. Harris 

WtH the Diesel engine increasing in popularity as [pus peace time, the alcohol that came from. the 

both a source of community power and railroad loco- fermentation of grain supplied most of our needs in 

motion, the importance of rating Diesel fuel oils propor- this country. Now in war time, however, this source of 

tionately enlarges. alcohol has become inadequate and new methods for its y: 8 q 

Two main factors for preventing detonation in the com- production had to be brought to the fore. 

pression ignition engine are the ability of the fuel to burn A method utilizing as a prime raw material the hereto- 

smoothly and the ability to ignite quickly. fore wasted sawdust from the nation’s saw mills has been y y 8) q a 

It is customary to rate fuel oils according to “cetane ‘ developed and is being put into operation. Upon hydro- 
number” as a means of classifying their ignition qualities. lysis with dilute sulfuric acid, the cellulose and hemicellu- 

A 70 cetane number indicates that the fuel has the same lose of wood is decomposed, and of the resulting products, 

ignition characteristics as that of a mixtureof 70% cetane the carbohydrates and the simple sugar glucose can be 
(cetane rating of 100) and 30% alpha-methyl napthalene converted to alcohol by fermentation. The method has 

(cetane rating of 0). a been used in this country before, but only the carbohy- 

The need for a method of testing fils: for ignition drates were converted and the yields were ew By a Ger- 

qualities rapidly and correctly was recognized in the early man Process, the 7 4 i was ae oa yzed, but the 

’30’s. At this time extensive research Was being carried on required for hydrolysis was long—from 15 to 20 

by a committee of the Society of Automotive Engineers. hours. 
. At the request of the War Production Board the Forest 

From this research came the forerunner of the current - : 7 
5 He oi . - Products Laboratory investigated wood hydrolysis. They 

Scandlatel eat engine: buUlk Hat Thiel oustiny aolely by the tested many kinds of both hard and soft woods, obtaining 
Waukesha M A ‘ 

auwesna otors Company / : from 50 to 55 gallons of alcohol per ton of softwood and 
The test equipment consists of a small single cylinder from 35 to 42 gallons per ton from hardwoods. The hy- 

Diesel engine with a special variable compression cylinder. drolysis was made in much less time than by the German 

The speed is maintained constant by a synchronous motor process. 

belt th ine. 4 
elied to thrcengine oo, An important matter to be considered was the fact that 

: qn order to measure the ignition lag, both the start of the products of the hydrolysis, glucose and carbohydrates 
injection and the beginning of combustion must be indi- wif] also decompose by hydrolysis if allowed to remain 
cated. The former is attained by having the injector needle in:the:reaction chamber. Therefore some method Had to 

valve close electrical contacts when it leaves its seat at the be devised to remove the sugar as it was formed. This was 
instant injection begins. The combustion indicator consists accomplished by passing several different charges of dilute 
of two other contact Ponts connected to a pressure dia- acid through the sawdust consecutively and. removing each 

phragm located in the cylinder. When the pressure ine at the time which permitted the greatest hydrolysis of the 

creases to Just above compression pressure, electrical cellulose and the least decomposition of the resulting 
contact again results. Adjustments may be made on the sugars. The use of more and shorter treatments gave more 
indicator to compensate for varying peak compression rapid extraction of sugar and higher yields than one long 

pressures. treatment. It also permitted the use of a higher tempera- 

Both of ibe sets of ee ldin, ica. are wired by ture which would increase the rate of hydrolysis and lessen 

Siege On SAP an Be EORAEOR RM be B aced on the flywheel, the time in obtaining the same yield of sugar. The charges 
13° apart. Since standard test conditions call for a 13° . h il iel 
ignition lag, the lights flash simultaneously through a pair of acid were passed through until the yield of fermentable 
of slits in the flywheel cover when correct conditions SUgat was small enough so as to render further extraction 

| prevail. unprofitable. 

The test procedure may be outlined as follows: The hydrolysis is carried out in a stationary vertical 

1. An unknown fuel is placed in the engine, being run digester. The sawdust or wood chips that are used are 

(please turn to page 21) (please turn to page 21) 
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Engineering 
® 

In Post-War Planning 
—Sheldon E. Kulakow 

W HEN the business of subjugating the Axis was just and review of the technical progress and developments 

beginning, M. W. Smith, vice president in charge of for the purpose of selecting the ones which show promise 

| engineering for Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing of early commercial application. The importance of the 

| Company, made the following statement in a radio address viewpoint is emphasized by the fact that the average in- 

... “Research is seldom wasted, and few developments dustrial development requires about seven years from the 

are ever valueless. It is true today that the nation’s indus- idea or invention stage to its practical applications. Indus- 

tries are concentrating on the rather grim materiel of war- try can do well to utilize to the fullest extent the momen- 

fare, but we never lose sight of the fact that any new im- tum gained under wartime conditions to meet peacetime 

provements we make in industrial processes can and will requirements. 

be applied to the products of peace...” When that state- The specific form that some of these new developments 

ment was made there was little fact to support it. It was will take and the fields and applications in which their 

made largely on faith, on confidence that research and impact will be felt to the greatest extent after the war is 

engineering, because they have in the past always en- difficult to predict. The most that can be done is to point 

gendered undreamed of benefits, will do so again. It is out in some of the major fields of applications a few spe- 

with much satisfaction now, after more than three years _ cific trends that may be considered representative of post 
of war effort, that we can begin to point to evidence that war technical improvements we may expect to see. 

this statement will be borne out. Pewee Genseation 

The number one job still is to win the war. That end The post-war influences on power generation will prob- 
has been prosecuted without restraint. But even casual in- ably come from many directions. They will be political 

spection shows that as by-products of that effort have  an4 economic as well as technical. While the change to 

| come answers to many of the problems of our number peacetime activity will no doubt result in short-time inter- 

two job. ruptions in power requirements, it seems reasonable to 

What is this number two job? It is the assurance of expect a continued growth in the demand for electrical 
satisfactory conditions following the war, under which power and equipment. Following the release of govern- 

the ideals and principles for which we are fighting can be mental restrictive orders on the manufacturing of elec- 

expected to thrive. Any satisfactory social and economic trical appliances a wave of buying should result. The load 

conditions must assure at least normal employment. To created by new devices intensified by the availability of 

replace war activities means new jobs, new ideas, new other markets such as air conditioning, automatic laun- 

products and new applications. Plans to meet these re- dries, and the other commercial and home equipment, will 

quirements and thus begin the number two job must create new power demands. In addition to new markets 

start now. there will be favorable changes in the existing fields. Be- 

During the emergency, apparatus development for mil- cause war equipment is quite generally constructed of 

itary uses and applications have been carried through at heavier and thicker materials than commercial equipment, 

| a rapid rate. The needs were apparent and the acceptance less power per pound is required to produce it. For 
of successful projects by the armed forces has been example, the induction heating of steel for automobile 

prompt and spontaneous. This is contrary to the normal bodies and fenders will require much more electrical 

| peacetime conditions under which it is difficult to visualize energy than a corresponding amount of steel for tanks 

| and forecast accurately a long range need and then de- using heavy armor. 

velop equipment or devices to fill it. Furthermore, public During the past few years a great deal of progress has 

| acceptance is not usually so spontaneous. It is difficult to been made in the development of high strength material 

predict and must be cultivated. for high temperatures. To obtain high output along with 
Nothing should be done to discourage a long-range light weight on special gas turbines such as those driving 

viewpoint. Promising new ideas should be kept alive. But superchargers is the object of intensive research. Much 

at present, when so little time can be spared from the war of this work must be treated confidentially from a military 

effort, special emphasis should be placed upon the study standpoint and hence little information is available. In 
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the interest of accelerating the war effort various indus- as a research or laboratory tool now promises to be an 

trial and technical institutions are pooling their knowledge important tool for identification and control of certain 

and experience so that rapid advances can be made. Re- phases of chemical analysis and processes such as those 

sults of this work will undoubtedly be instrumental in used in petroleum and synthetic rubber production. 

extending the limits of operation on temperature and per- Another promising post-war outlook for electronics is 

formance of various forms of prime movers. The progress in inductive heating. These possibilities vary from the 

on steam units has been gradual and in the nature of indi- processing of the so-called non-conducting materials such 
vidual improvements. Turbogenerators with unit ratings 4, curing of plastics, bonding of plywood and shoe soles, 

of at least 100,000 kw. at 3,600 rpm have been attained cooking of hams, and killing of weevils in grain, to the 

without exceeding the normal margins of safety and reli- annealing and heat treating of steel and other conducting 
ability. metals. 

The advances toward the development of commercial A recent example of progress in this field is found in 

gas turbines for peacetime application has been rapid. The high frequency heating of tinned strips. Makers of tin- 

initial step will probably be in the use of small high speed plate learned how to deposit the tin in the steel electro- 

geared units (say 3000 kw. at 15,000 rpm) of the open-  Iytically thereby reducing the tin required in the steel by 
cycle type located near load centers close to the point of sixty per cent. Electroly*ic tin plating initially is dull in 
utilization of the electrical energy. Such prime movers appearance and porous in body. To make the process a 

would be convenient for small generation plants. success, it becomes necessary to flow the tin slightly by 

For larger blocks of power as those required in the heating it to the melting point, then allowing it to “freeze” 

main power stations, a battery of small units may be used into a hard shiny surface. Various methods had been 

with the individual units started and stopped in push- tried, but to overcome objections inherent in each of these 

button fashion to operate at a peak of efficiency. A second methods, an inductive heating process was developed. 

and larger step may be in larger capacity, individual gas Electric currents are induced in the tin by the use of high 

turbines of the closed-cycle type complete with modern frequency oscillators (similar to those used in radio broad- 
heat exchangers and having efficiencies approaching mod- casting stations) as the source of power. This system is 

ern steam units, along with weight and space reductions now being adopted for many electrolytic tin plating lines, 

that will possibly make them attractive for ship drives. the largest of which requires 1,200 kw. oscillators. This 

After examining the great number of new projects now experience will probably encourage the metal-working in- 

in production as well as those under development, one is dustry to look for other applications of high frequency 

inclined to believe that the fields of communication and power in their operations and procesess. 

transportation are the ones most likely to be radically 

affected by wartime development. Moreover, congested Transportation 

conditions found on trains and buses suggest that the pub- 

lic is becoming more “travel conscious” and there will be In the field of transportation the post-war impact is 
ever increasing demands for more rapid means of com- likely to be particularly noticeable. The most violent ‘reac- 

munication and transportation. tions will probably result from somewhat ruthless competi- 

tion between modes of transportation. : 

Communications and Electronics Under existing traffic demands railroad equipment is 

Most of the new developments in the communications being strained to the limit under conditions that make it 

field are being applied to military uses and are still in a difficult to provide normal high standards of maintenance. 

secret category, but it is apparent that the horizon is An abnormal rate of equipment deterioration is conse- 

being greatly expanded and that the new radio circuits, quently inevitable. At the same time, the increased traffic 

vacuum tubes and various other electronic devices will is providing a source of increased revenue, some of which 
find many peacetime uses and applications. For example, it is hoped can be retained to replenish depleted reserves. 

many of the recent improvements are in the same fre- Both of these conditions should encourage purchase of 

quency as television and it is apparent that the knowledge "°™ equipment following the war. 
and experience being accumulated will add materially to The high sustained running speed and faster operating 

its technical quality and value. schedules maintained by the Diesel electric and the mod- 

Many of the anticipated post-war applications for com- ef straight electric locomotives have demonstrated the 

munication purposes now being stimulated through mili- advantages of high power concentration, and thus demand 

tary developments will likewise be in the field of elec- for increased power at high speeds is now exceeding that 
tronics; however, that statement is by no means to be available from reciprocating steam locomotives. The solu- 

taken to imply that the increased use of electronic devices tion may be found in the recent development of turbine- 

will be limited to the communications field. For example, driven locomotives with the turbine geared directly to 

the mass spectrometer, a kind of “ionic centrifuge” used the drivers. Locomotives of this type have already been 

to separate and identify the mass of small particles of put to good use on the Pennsylvania Line. They have a 

molecular or atomic size, which was formerly looked upon rating of approximately 6500 horsepower and use some 
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25% fewer pounds of steam per horsepower-hour than will not look in vain because the scientific technological 

the conventional reciprocating steam locomotive. The high advances already made under the pressure of war and 

speed gas turbine offers the possibility of another form those that will follow during the peace will no doubt sur- 

of motive power for locomotives using either mechanical pass the wildest dreams of the past. 

or electrical drives and transmission. a 

As other forms of transportation bring competitive 

pressure to bear, more consideration will be given to riding WINGS VIA MOTHER’S PIE PLATE... 
comfort. This will not be limited to more pleasant condi- . 
tions and surroundings but will be directed toward body (continued: from page 8) 

comfort through smoother riding qualities of equipment. The most interesting of all the laminates, however, espe- 

Experiences in this war soon disclosed the need for hold- cially to the smaller plants, are those bonded with the 

| ing guns on tanks steady while the tank was in motion over “contact resins”. Little or no pressure is needed in form- 

| rough terrain. With this previous experience as a starting ing and curing articles made from them, hence the expen- 
point the solution of this problem was undertaken and the sive autoclave, rubber bags, etc., are eliminated. Only 

| successful result is indicated by the following quotation: enough pressure to keep the layers in contact is used, 

| (United States News, July 17, 1942 by General L. H. increased pressure does not yield improved properties. 

Campbell, Chief of Ordnance,) “The M-4 tank carries The Columbian Rope Co., Auburn, N. Y., has further 

a specially developed device which is said to improve the reduced cost by impregnating a felt (corolite) of low cost 

accuracy of its fire by more than 500%. We can fire the  cordage fiber and molding this directly; thus avoiding the 

| 75 mm. gun when the tank is in motion which is more than cost of spinning and weaving, costs inherent to the fabric 

any enemy tank, whatever its size, can do. We do fire our products. 

main armament on tanks when the tanks are in motion Newly developed and now scheduled for mass produc- 

regardless of speed. And we hit the target”. tion, plastic faced plywood is expected to be used for 

This military application has further enlarged our many purposes for which plywood has not been considered 

knowledge and it now appears reasonably certain that suitable. Its strength, rigidity, and moisture resistance is 
some form of active stabilization system can be worked fa, superior to conventional plywood products. The sur- 

out and applied to trains and other equipment so that at face is smooth, scuff-proof, non-splintering, and attractive 
high speeds it will be possible to obtain smooth operation jn appearance. It can be made in various colors and de- 

on rough track with safety and reduction in track mainte- signs or even transparent so that the grain of good woods 

nance. will show through. Paint can be easily applied and gives 

The aviation industry also shows increasing promise in a better appearance than plain plywood. It is resistant to 

the post-war era. Great improvements have been made in abrasion, impact and cracking and withstands water, ter- 

the field of instrumentation, engine control, and naviga- mites, acids and steam. 

toniequipment: The resin faced plywood resulted from a search for a 

From the beginning, internal combustion engines have way to utilize the large amount of scrap left after the 

always been accepted sources of power for planes, and  jaminates are trimmed. These scrap laminates containing 
great steps have been taken in the improvement of design uncured phenolic resins are ground to a fine pulp and 

| and fuels used. However, jet propulsion and rocket powet then rolled out in huge sheets .007 to .009 of an inch 
have suddenly come to the front. Already factories are thick before being applied to the wood. High strength 

| tooling up for the large scale manufacture of jet propul-  culfitebase paper is also used. 

son matory candle the Present time the Germany have 4 The new plywood is 15 to 25% more costly in thickness 
jet propelled fighter in operation in Europe. The use of : . 

: : of % inch or less. Prices are nearly the same for both 
rockets for added power in taking off under heavy bomb ; : . 
loads has direct lication for future cargo planes. Fur- faced and unfaced plywoods in the thicker sections. 
oads has direct app go p 
thermore, one might predict that in the post-war world, Most of the present output of resin-faced plywood now 

the gas turbine operating at high speeds will be made light goes into shipping containers for military use. It is well 

enough to drive commercial and cargo plane propellers suited to this work for its scuffless, splinterless surface 

through suitable gears. Looking even further ahead, a Promotes ease in handling. Since its impact strength is 

step of particular interest to electrical engineers will be high such containers are used for dropping equipment 

the possibility of using electric drives between these tur- and supplies by parachute. Invasion forces find it indis- 
bines and the propellers. pensable for floating supplies ashore through the surf. Its 

During this emergency the world has looked to science impervious coating keeps contents 100% dry. It has also 

and industry for means of winning the war and we take been used to a limited degree as flooring and doors in 

great pride in the realization that these agencies have bomber construction, a use which suggests its application 
demonstrated their knowledge and ability to meet this to post-war boat decks and cabins as well as pre-fabricated 

demand. Before long the world will look to them for floor and wall sections and possible furniture in the 
better methods of supplying the needs of peace and it future home. 
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What the °44 Grads Are Doi 
—Mel Sater, ch’44, and Ralph A. Watson, m@m’46 

Ed. Note: This review of 1944 the Atlantic Refinery Co., of Philadel- ERSPAMER, ENSIGN E. GORDON, 

graduates will involve largely the phia, Pa. After leaving the Amphibious Training 
June and October classes, with te RAHN, WALTER H., resigned his Base at Solomon’s, Md., Gordon and his 
exception of a few February grads position with Abbott Laboratories in crew went to Miami to await assignment 
on whom. we: had nie. ceport at the North Chicago, Ill., to enter the navy. to an LCI. He will go to the Pacific 
time of the Apri reporting. £ zg Theater in the capacity of an Engineer 
Members of the class of 1944 who ROWLAND: paNID A ig withthe Officer. 

were inducted into service during B. F. Goodrich Corp., of Akron, HOs EVANS, MARVIN S., is studying the 
their last semester of training will SMITH, ELMER R,, is in the infantry subject of electronics and tadia in the 
also be noted. e at Camp Wolters, Texas. Radar Technicians branch of the service. 

TSCHERNITZ, JOHN L., holds a Eventually he will be able to service all 
. fellowship with the University of Wis- types of electronic equipment in the 

Chemicals consin in the chemical engineering de- Navy. 

/ ; partment: . FOLTZ, ENSIGN ROSS C,, After 
ADAMS, ALFRED L., is located with _ TURNER, ROBERT L., was inducted prelitiinary weaining, Rows was sent to 

the Eastman Kodak Company in Roches- into service. San Francisco and assigned to the USS 
ter, N. Y. VATER, WILLIAM A., recently re- Pensacola. He is now in active combat 
BREMER, HOWARD W., was in- ceived his commission in the USNR as somewhere in the Pacific area. 

ducted into the navy. ensign. FRISKE, ENSIGN WARREN H., is 
CALDWELL, DONALD B., received _ WALLACE, JAMES C., was inducted compleine advanced. indocuinadon 

a commission in the navy as ensign. into service. training at the Navy indoctrination 

CONRAD, DAVID M., also received WILLIAMS, JOHN R., is in the U. S. School at Hollywood, Cal. He hopes to 
an ensign’s commission in the USNR. Army. qualify for Diesel Engineering training 

EBERSOLE, ALVIN J., is with the YAKER, CHARLES, a V-12 grad- at Raleigh, N. C., before he goes on © 
Standard Oil of California Corporation uate, is in Midshipman School. amphibious or destroyer duty. 
in El Segundo, Cal. . GOLDFEIN, HAROLD ALLEN, is 
ERICSEN, ARNOLD J., is production Electricals now an Apprentice Seaman, but having 

engineer for Cutler and Hammer Co., of been classified as a Radio Technician in 
Milwaukee, Wis. BOETTCHER, HAROLD P., is in Radar he expects to receive the rating 

FULWILER, STANLEY S., is with training at the radio technicians’ school, of Seaman first class at the end of his 
the Rochester, N. Y. plant of Eastman College Station, Texas. boot training. 

Kodak. EHLERS, WALTER H., announces HAKES, LAVERNE GLENN, is work- 
HICKMAN, CLIFFORD J., is with the blessed event, a baby girl, born last ing as assistant metal finishing engineer 

Pan American Refining Co., in Texas December 15. on radar equipment at Western Electric. 
City, Texas: HYLAND, FRANCIS G.. is in navy He finds his work very interesting, espe- 
HOFFMAN, KENNETH P., is on the radio technician training at Hugh Man- cially since he began to work with a 

chemical engineering staff of Victor ley, Chicago. former Wisconsin man. 
Chemicals Co. in Chicago Heights, III. NEUBAUER, DAVID J., has been MICHAEL, ARTHUR B., employed 
JEDAMUS, PAUL E., remained in assigned to the midshipman’s school at as a research metallurgist, is fully apply- 

the state of Wisconsin to work for the Annapolis, Md. ing his university training. Most of his 
Marathon Paper Mills at Wausau. RICE, JAMES M., also a student mid- work is on the surface treatment of air- 

JOHANN, JOHN, resides with his shipman, is at Columbia University. craft steels in the laboratory of the Alli- 
family in Los Angeles, Cal., and is con- RIEDERER, CLARENCE F., recently son Division of General Motors Corp. 

nected with the Richfield Oil Co. entered the naval training school at Na- PATSFALL, ENSIGN RALPH E., 
JOHNSON, MARTIN H., is at pres- vy Pier, Chicago. was commissioned last September at Cor- 

ent with the Ray-O-Vac Co., in Madison. SEROTA, RUDOLPH M., spoke nell University in the class of Electrical 
Martin plans on returning for graduate briefly before the December meeting of Engineers. He is now studying diesel en- 

studies. the National Electronics Conference at gines, steam and electric powered units 
LANDRY, JOHN W., is with the Chicago. He reports rapid progress with used in naval craft. He expects to be at 

Tennessee-Eastman Corp., in Knoxville, the Electronics department of the Allis- sea in a few months on his own LST or 
Ten. Chalmers Co., of Milwaukee. LSI. 

LANG, BILL G., a graduate of the SCHREIBER, ENSIGN OTTO W., is PAZIK, PVT. GEORGE J., is waiting 
V-12, is in Midshipman School. Te a bong BL for an Ordnance O.C.S. quota to come 
LUDWIG, WILLIAM A. H., is now Rey West, Fla. heewek: hi dil give Ri . 

ja seevice! after setving as a graduate SHAW, JOHN L., received his boot “hrously which will give him an opportu 
assistant on research work in the chem- training at Great Lakes Naval Training Rity “to; apply’ the: things he Jearhed iat 
ical engineering department. Station before qualifying for his present the University. He expects an overseas 

LUELL, RICHARD E., was inducted ensign’s rating. assignment soon and until then will con- 
into service. a . tinue his basic training at Camp Butner. 
MANTEUFEL, ROBERT J., is work: Meng ead Morais gids PUHL, ENSIGN JOHN M.,, is tak- 

ing AP goregoion. Bumorihy top Bastman BENSON, ENSIGN C. GORDON, ing an engineering officer training course 
MILLER, WILLIAM S., is also with Tpsioeieinations: (acti saat oe specializing in Destroyer Escorts. His 

the Rochester plant of Eastman Kodak Une after he entered the Navys Ele is base is, however, a replacement center 
Company. now at the Norfolk Navy Yard waiting and he could be assigned to any type of 
NOWAK, TED J., works in the re- assignment to a destroyer before going ship. He finds his work both practical 

search and development laboratories of into active duty. and interesting. 
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WICEN, ROBERT, worked for a com. LO’ ‘ R¢ - VELL, JOHN C., is i i 
pany in. Louisiana after graduation. Later Corps Enlized Renerve Nestled a a TEE WOLTER ‘An is employed 
he obtained a position with Consolidated Livnete fin A ee ae the as a stress analyst by the Convair Co., of 

Vultee Aircraft. He had the chance for ley Field, Va 6 RE San Diego, Cal. 
a commission when he was drafted but MAIER, MICHA\ JENNERJOHN, DAL ; EL W. : . E J. ; 
preferred the course, Radar Technician, tioned at the Great tebe Neat tee cepted by the Army and assigned to the 
which he is now studying at Navy Pier, ing Station, Chicago. Bere Post at Ohio State University, 

UCAgO- MING; ENSIGN MANN, RICHARD A., is also with elumbus, Ohio: 

: in ‘ei 
cer aboard a training submarine, He was “MUELLER, F. WILLIAM, h av and Ma Salivcee Okla home 
stationed in the Caribbean but i ee wT > as aC. ks > ts 

acconding the salmaase achool a Now Miriam Cent Wer ho ee JOHNSON, KENNETH F., Seaman 
Leadon; Conn, where hie will. demait minum pos Bend, Wis. second class, is studying at the Naval 

for four months. Saucanns at He We Ae CAs Lato Homan abwann's. 4 
ZAHALKA, HAROLD, is working as tories at Langley Fed, Var he et ee age eaten 

a research: metallursise at’ Houdaille-Fler- NOTBOHM, WILLARD C,, i at the Naval Training School at Har- 
shey Company of Decatur, IIL. iiig for the’C 2 a C,, is work- vard University, Cambridge, Mass., study- 

eee HARVEY, on completion of ing Feenne arrier Corporation of Syra- ing communications. 

is boot training, began training as a OT. EN, ¢ i i KRUEGER, EARL A., I . 

radio technician. He completed pre-radio i, nr andading’ thu “hrs in the Ne. ported «working foe ee 

at Chicago and is now studying at Sec- dling School at the N: al Ame come where in the East. 

ondary Radio School in Gulfport, Miss. Depot, Hingham, Mas, LARSEN, ELWOOD M., is in trai 
: PO! i G : ing at a diver’ E ane 

Mechanicals loved by dts Ce AREIICE. Bs mers Georgia, iver’s school at Fort Screven, 
a ral 

BOLZ, ROBERT M., works with Corp., but has recently applied for a _McVEIGH, RAYMOND J., A a 

Los Angles plat of Peckheed Rictrete  SOtatmission with the U.S. Naval Reserve, Dre Saxman is a tte U.S. Naval Hos 
BUEHLER, RALPH T., is with an in- in the U.S. Naval Reserve, OMAAS, ALBERT 

fantry training bavalion at Camp Wol RASMUSSEN. DOMOUAN Rh Nig nt DEBERE' Ws Ehvigu ix the 
, Texas. > -, has » is statione, ta ibi 

CANNIZZO, WALTER M, is ensign Of Califtrar ne Standard Olt Co» training base. as tt AaipaRsbaae 
/ at the U; S. Naval Training Base at Fort REHR, HENRY W. is also in th NEEDHAM, HAROLD C., was com 
| ‘erce, Fla, 4 y is also in the missioned 2nd. i in . 

a U.S. e eutenant in the A 

craft i Baal NYS on Bell Aie REID; MARSHALL G., has a pose and assigned to Fort Lewis, Washington, 
CERUTTI, BERNARD C., works for wih the Soodyest, ite and Rubber Co. emma Boe: En, received ie 

the Chieage Slant of the Ghevaler Corp. of Akron, Ohio: r Sek Beet ine Navy: and 
COSGROVE, DAVID F,, is eaployel OEMS) BENJAMIN Tis has bees Tom One. 

with the Douglas Aircraft Corp, of See peueeen ne Oy the Navy Sea B vas ite Eosign i 
anta Monica, Cal. . 2 ay Huis iese’ ees, was in New Caledonia 

ny DIELS, MELVIN F., works in che Engine Training at, Northy Caroling State “ peo 
A.C. A. Laboratories at Cleveland, ‘ Be, er receiving his commission CKE, DURWOOD D.,, re- 

OF me a oul ag ee te a is ae ee 
, EDWARD M,, i il olomons, " receiving his commission as Ensi i 

in the Army Air Forces, Fe Re PC HHING, BALL, Y.., tx with, she the USNR. S ensign ie 
NDRIZZI, GILBERT D., accepted SUTTEY FARES be cole _ROBBINS, ALBERT B., also received 

an instructorship in the department of mowat neds .. is doing experi- his commission as Ensign in the USNR 
mechanical drawing at the University of men work in the Wheel and Brake and reported to Camp Endicott. 

Wisconsin. ection of the Goodyear Aircraft Corp. i 

BUnS. DEE D / ; ‘Akron, Ohio. Py _ROBECK, GORDON G., is a 2nd 
; . ig-xeceived a commiee TEUSCHER, FRED L., has b Lieutenant in the Army on duty with the 

sion as ensign and at present is at the cepted by th N. I SMA Deen. ace U. S. Public Health Service in Chi 

Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla. pied by the [aval Reserve: SCHMIDT, A: icago. 
FINK, JAMES E., no report. TURNER, ORREN M,, is also in the first class, ig in RTHUR E., Seaman 

FRIELAND, HARVEY J., works for Naval: Reserve: cian at College Starien, Teme ene 
the Rex Chain Belt Co., of Milwauk WACHTL, W: joi oN feel wration, Texas. 
Wis. OP Mae te Ree eee SCHMIDT, RICHARD E., has been 

GEIGER, FELIX E., is doing work WINKLER, WILLIAM J.. h sep sted. by consolidated. Vultee Air- 
Be tis Wal Heparmedtis tes Auge, ip. bean empleyed bp am Alieciniaes: = SCAREr < Ee 

be ere I. WALTON, i: hi Manufacturing Co., at Milwaukee Wis. mea ee ben ed 
, I. » is in t 2 . » is at the ministrati Sch 

U, 8. Naval Reserve e LOG: WARE (Co was called for North Fort Lewis, Washington, seh 
. 8 of z 

nORAPER, FRED E., works in the ed y after gra SCHOLBE, JACK L., has his Ensign’s 
. Laboratories, 

commission a: i a nd is now on board a mine- 

|HEDSTROM, ROBERT E., is em- Civils sweeper. 
ployed by the Cherry Rivet Co., i 2 SCHOTT, 
loit, Wis. oe dae BAUMAN, MERRITT R,, is in boot Camp Endicott, afverk being Jompnoned 

Uy PURCHERT, WALTER F., is in the training at Camp Bennion, Faragut, Ensign in the USNR. 
. S. Naval Reserve. io. SILBERMAN, MAX, ace i s ’ ted ° 

ILLE, WILLIAM B., works for Gen- BECK, EARL J., an Air Cadet, is in tion as instructor in the Extension Divi- 
eral Electric Co., of Schenectady, N. Y. eee the USNR Preflight School, sion at this university. 
JACOBS, ROBERT B,, is in the U.S. owa City, Ia, SPITZER, ELROY F., also | ¢ 

Naval Reserve. BERG, RAYMOND L., Seaman firs ported in New Caledonia, was commis. 
JOHNSON, ADELBERT B., is at Be- class USNR, has been ordered sent on sioned Ensign and is serving as Assistant 

lost; ‘Wisconsin, Working for Baitbanks- te eaaher training as a radio technician Bon seortation Officer in the Navy Sea 

Morse and Co. BO. bail 

LAHIFF, ROBERT F,, is employed at at Lovry Field, Denver, Cols jgn’s comininsion and reported va Cane 
the Grand Rapids, Mich. ‘plane of Gene Eye® ee Colo. ene commission and reported to Camp 

eral lotors Corp. 
. E., is doing re- ndicott. 

LARSON, ARLEIGH G., works in the search at the Forest Products Laboratory, ZEHRT, WILLIAM H., Ensign, 

N. A.C. A. Laboratories in’ Washing: GRIGHSEN:: ROY Hx 5 bh iN ths Nae ee eee wh Ue set 
ton, D. C. ’ ., Ensign in the fs 

; Navy, has been assigned i LOEF, JOHN P.,, is in the U. S y, ha assigned to an LCS in ZUEHLKE, GEORGE H,, is in pri- 

Naval Reserve. - ee the peune Area, as its Engineering mary training as a radio technician’ in 
i the Navy, in Chicago. 
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Ancient I Smelting 
—John B. Opfell 

Te history of ferrous metallurgy is divided into two have been abandoned; so have those in the West and 

distinct periods. During the first period, iron was ob- North.” The Catalan forge is, though, but a refinement of 

tained from its ores by processes of reduction while in the the previously described primitive hearth. The Catalan 

solid state. In China, this period was at an end by 300 B.C., forge is described in the accompanying diagram. The 

for these people had early discovered methods of making product of this hearth, the loupe, contained much slag 

and utilizing cast iron. This discovery is explained by the which was removed by squeezing and hot working. The 

fact that Chinese coals are rich in phosphorous, which 

condition causes the charge to fuse at temperatures con- 

siderably lower than the melting point of pure iron. The 

cast iron era did not emerge in Europe, however, until 

1340. The European metalsmiths used wood and char- 

coal as fuels. Since these fuels have low flame tempera- Dy 

tures and low phosphorous and sulphur contents, the weer 

fusion temperature was seldom attained. When it was O 

obtained, the product was considered to be ruined because y 

it was brittle and not capable of withstanding forging ; i . 

operations. The second period is characterized by the pro- Bie — a Bir 

duction of this brittle, “unforgeable” cast iron from the ) 

ore as the initial step in the refining process. The begin- 

ning of this period, in the Orient, is rather indefinite, but 

the use of cast iron is known to have been well established. 

before the Christian era in the West. A discussion, then, 

of the equipment and methods of the ancients as well as 

the extent of usage is of importance. 

Even in prehistoric times, iron ore was reduced to metal. CS) 

The peoples then employed methods similar to those used Re) 

by the savages of the upper Nile during the last century. air RX) Fuel 

The hearth was simply a depression in the ground. A fire — BS 

of wood was built in the depression. Small lumps of ore Lr = =] kk (Gay Su 

were “tossed” into the fire. The metallic iron would form C—O ROSE Oy ~ 

as a ball in the bottom of the depression. Two men could © RECTEMCNEVETETETE Ol 

produce about twelve pounds of a very impure iron per 

day by this method. Various methods of supplying air Schematic Diagram of Catalan forge 4 Trompe 

to the fire were devised. Goat skin bellows were the most 

common method. The air was supplied at the top or mid- 

section of the furnace as was also the case with the Catalan ~~~ ~~ SSOCS;7;73; XRTCtCt 

forge. The Catalan forge supplied all the iron used in 

the Western world for several centuries and continued iron so made had a carbon content such as to identify it 

to be a major source of refined metal long after partially as wrought iron. The production of this material some- 

supplanted by the blast furnace. The annual Statistical times reached two tons per week per hearth. The range 

Report of the American Iron and Steel Association, 1908, in size of the hearths is from 20 x 20x 16 to 40 x 30x27 

suggests the extent of the ‘Age of the Catalan Forge’, “No _ inches. 

forges for the manufacture of blooms and billets direct In the eighth century A. D., a new design in hearths was 

from iron ore have been in operation in the United States introduced in the form of the Osmund furnace. The sig- 

since 1901, in which year the blooms and billets so made _ nificance of this furnace lies in the fact that it was the first 

amounted to 2310 gross tons, against 4292 tons in 1900 to charge in the manner of charging a modern blast fur- 

and 3142 tons in 1899. All Catalan forges in the South (pleasecurn’ to: page: 24) 
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R d [ I t 

—Richard Laubenstein 

W HEN the radio industry tried to expand as all indus- rectifier, as in the former the output from the tube is zero 

tries would like to do, it found that it was necessary during the entire part of every other cycle. This places a 

to build a cheap enough product so that the majority of limitation on the rectifier, as with the necessarily high 

people would consider it within their means to purchase value of input capacitance C, the peak currents through 

a radio. Henry Ford proved this principle in the manu- the tube become too high for the tube to handle. 

| facture of automobiles, but mass production alone was 

not the solution for radio. 

The first logical step in this direction was the substitu- . 5 

tion of alternating current power for the costly and incon- Hise? Re 

venient, batteries by the use of a rectifier, and from there eww" 

the reduction of this rectifier from a very bulky unit ie 

weighing several pounds to a compact part of the radio at 

adding only a few ounces to its weight. A large advance __ 

was the development and substitution of the electrolytic - ~ i. + 

capacitor for the paper condensers formerly used, enab- VG S RK 

ling much larger values of capacitances to be used, with Se 
a saving in weight and material. Adequate filtering could Heaters of other 2 
still be obtained in the impedance offered to the load a tubes i the set 

low frequencies. 

Next, attention turned to the elimination of the power 

transformer, with much opposition however, due to the 
failure of most wciralaneneens ” adequately protece With the introduction of the 25Z5 tube which consists 

against chock aid, fie hazads, When, no powse -tahs- essentially of two separate diodes in one envelope, it be- 

former is‘used’ one: side of the power: line) musti'be icon: came practical to increase the power output by using some 

nected to the chassis either directly or through a large size "Ye Se saa j shows the ve 

capacitance, making it very unsafe if not properly covered. metrical type of vo tage | ouber where the condensers \' 
The following two diagrams show the two most common and Cs are charged during alternate half cycles and are 

rectifier circuits used in radios today, the full wave recti- allowed fe discharge i SCEIEE: With no load the output 

fier being used in the larger radios requiring more power. voltage with this CHECUIE 1S twice that of the peak of the 

There is still plenty of room for advancement in develop- supply voltage and in practice this cireuit supplies the 
inent:of a means of rectifying and properly ‘filtering same current as the half wave rectifier at almost twice the 

: . ltage. 
enough power to operate a good sized radio. voltage (please turn ¢ 33) 

‘ase turn to pa 
For even relatively small power output, the half wave P bree 

rectifier requires much more filtering than the full wave 

Figure 3 
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—Mae E. Zimmerman, ch’46 

Recently Francis Tennis (we know him as Fran) was appointed to fill the va- 

cant assistant editor spot. In January Toru Iura, who was the business man- 

ager, left for the army and Edward Daub (it’s Ed) has now taken over Toru’s 

place as business manager. Following is a brief life resume of each . . . 

4 Se 

y 3 a Co ee 
ee -. 

~, ao Eee 

be ey | 

FRAN TENNIS EDWARD DAUB 

ON April 19, 1923 another engineer made his entry A BOMBSHELL exploded on May 17, 1924, in the fair 

into the world in the city of Waukesha, or a star was city of Milwaukee, for that was the day Edward Daub 

born. Francis Tennis spent a normal childhood including came screaming into the world—and he hasn’t been silent 

all the mishaps that accompany children of his young age S!Ne- 

and at four or five entered into the scholastic world by Ed attended North Division high school in Milwaukee. 
starting grade school. Evidently everything went well with His activities there included cheerleader, business manag- 

the boy as he graduated from high school in 1940 at the ‘* of the school Wien ick aot and = 

age of 16. While in school, Fran was on the high school cree #8 Folesof Hlentydildsich was the crowning:touc 
t . 

track team. Maybe that had something to do with his OFS Ceamatic career . 
exduating av cudkuaneasly xee In September of 1942, Ed enrolled in the Engineering 

E 8 : ¥ aBe- School of the University of Wisconsin. He is now a Ch.E. 
After graduation, Fran worked for the NYA Center 4. While on the Wisconsin campus, Ed has made a name 

in Waukesha. He taught machine shop for the Center. for himself scholastically and through his many activities. 
Upon reaching the age of 18, he got a job in The Indus- As cheerleader on the football field or basketball floor he 
trial Clutch Co. He worked there for about two years, be- is one big explosion of energy. He is a member of A. I. 

coming supervisor and general manager. The company, Ch.E, president of Tau Beta Pi, president of Phi Eta 

being very satisfied with his work, sent him to Madison Sigma, a member of Phi Lambda Epsilon, and Alpha Chi 
to take a position in their office here. Sigma. He is also a member of the Senior Council, chair- 

In th f 1943. F d th . . £ man of Senior Ball, was ticket chairman for Pre-Prom, and 
n " © Summer o pte ran entered © fe university Of master of ceremonies for 770 in the summer of ’44. Ed has 

engineering, and now is an M. E. 3. While here he has put a lot of good, hard work into The Wisconsin Engineer 
been as active in extra curricular activities as his school as he is business manager of this magazine. 

will allow him to be. He went out for the nile team, joined When asked what his number one pet peeve was, Ed 

M.E.S.W., pledged the Theta Chi fratetnity, and is now stated briefly in two words—"stupid wowed. Aftee the 

vice-president of the same, and is assistant editor of war he wants to come back to Wisconsin to get his doctor’s 
the Wisconsin Engineer. Keep up the good work, as we degree in Chemical Engineering. That’s hitting for them 
are expecting great things of you some day, Fran. high, Ed, but we all know you can do it. 
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_ TELEVISION —THE “RINGSIDE SEAT”! 
|. @ Just as RCA pioneered in television to But now, through RCA research, the —_ 
|| | bring you exciting events such as prize television camera will faithfully repro- | oo 

| |. | fights, so has RCA research made pos- duce every detail, every shadow, aslong | 3 | 
ee i eatly improved super-sensitive as there is enough li orthespectators ss , | _ sible a greatly improved sup t th gh light for the spectat oe 

ho soe bo ee | fe television camera. themselves to see by. Co 

— Earlier television needed a mid-day sun Besides, itcan bring youopera,drama, | 
be —or blinding artificial light—to illumi- ballet—directfromthetheaterduringthe | __ a 

I Wee | 
Ee nate the scene. Many performances could actual performance. Great new television | 
Pee oe . : i 26 
fo. not be televised, and many outdoor day- thrills are in store for you! As soon as a 

time events would fade off the screen as __ possible, RCA will make available the § 9 

| the afternoon light waned. finest in television equipment. a. 

| es : ~ e 4 i. 
aD See sla ee heen mes 5 , | 

Be a ead ¥ Lomi’ Ty: oa 

; ae 

ss 

RCA 

COUR Oe UMC OUT eam | toc te, woy tn radio—television— 
4 oS phonographs—records Ce eo ol eo eee oie 

Listen to RCA’s “The Music America Loves Best—Sunday, 4:30 P.M., E.W.T., over the NBC Network yx BUY WAR BONDS EVERY PAY DAY * 
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—Mae E. Zimmerman, ch’46 

Past—Christmas vacation—the fond memories still linger What’s this 

on; New Year’s Eve—the hangovers, ’nuff said; Prom— that we hear about a new romeo in the Mack Bar- 

ah, bliss. racks? It seems that a certain member of that unit by the 

. . . . name of Jim Kusa is reported to be quite the “operator”. 

Present—Preparations for the Winter Carnival; Posing Next issue we report the reporter if we are still able to. 
for pictures for the Badger; ..... school work???? 

Future—FINAL EXAMS!!!! (And now past.) A bunting, a rattle and a blanket 

Distant Future—Leaves for the navy, vacations for the were gifts to Harold Kane, the proud “papa” of an 

civilians. 8 Ib., 3% oz. bouncing baby boy. Mother and son are 

. . . . reported to be doing nicely. Harold is an M. E. 2, which 
Far Distant Future—A new semester in engineering ...- goon mean a thing when it comes to walking the floor 

what a wonderful school. with junior. I’m disappointed . . . not even one cigar... 

and the cigarette situation the way it is. 

AIChE ee 

A field trip was made by members of the AIChE to the 

M. E. Building to inspect a project on diesel engines in wo 
~ A) 

the steam and gas lab. - hes 

an a BITE FELLERS THT RRR 
February 3rd is the date set for a dance and sleighride — - fw 

for AIChE members and their dates. a ip? 5 ~ age 
Re, alo ah _ 
TREE 2 gL g wv 

AIEE and MESW held an informal “After the game” hey) ~~ SAGs , in SH J 

party and dance in the MLE. Building after the Ohio State ~ a —— > NV ° ~ 

came, Friday night, the 9th of February. _ ox. Se —— 8 eS | 

Rl 
sins - f -- 

Dating See = 
3 ‘ - es ( CS ) _ a 

The V-12 method of dating is entirely different, un- a aol 
ws . ‘ ~ gm 

orthodox, and positively unique—but then look who we oe 

have in the unit. In the last issue we told you about the Well—Scratch It. 

two fellows dating the same girl—sounds like a very good 

set up for the girl. In this issue we have the case of the ~——— 
two Delts taking out two Phi Delt women due to an im- 9 

wi Staal Visitors 
pending initiation. 

John Houmes and Ed Fischer, former Wisconsinites 

. . oo, . and fellow engineers, have made pilgrimages back to ye 
The editor of this magazine is still making her weekly old alma mater. Did you find the old place the same, 

trips to Chicago. One more trip and she will be qualified fellows? Answer in next issue. (Aren’t all you little eager 
to write “My Day”. beavers anxious to get the next issue? I’m going to have 

so much to tell you!!—right, June?!!!) 

Overheard 

from da mob . . . dat about 15 fellows are making visits Yours truly is naw working on “Nitrobenzene” in or- 
three times a day for the rest of their natural lives to the ganic lab. If there is no column in the next issue you'll 
M. A. shack for “beating” the chow line and being out of know the reason why . . . don’t laugh, I may not be kid- 
uniform, (At embarrassing moments??) ding! (Ed, note—but we’re all hoping!) 
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4 ictory means new jobs for STEAM = 

SYS 3 g il" 
Se. Z 
BZ \ 2" 

In the wake of this war will come new jobs for steam—new oppontanes lene = =. je Bi 

with new problems for power engineers. Many signs point to new post-war q] if 4 | = 

industries — different methods, techniques and processes; new conveniences ; em liam lip aa 
} | Zz . ‘ ‘ ) | Vy 

being dreamed up today for tomorrow's comforts. Then as now, steam will | Hi i 

continue to be the leading power on land, on sea, and on the rails — helping A) } ] | i i! 
iy! Na iH i 

to build a better world—to set new standards of living—to provide livelihoods. \ Van He) Tf | Mh 
| ‘mi | i i 

Wal) 1 Wa) 
With today's accelerated experience added to its long leadership in design- Wi | 

A\ i In| i 
ing, building, and applying fuel burning and steam-generating ‘\ | i | 

WoW 
‘ = equipment, the vast Babcock & Wilcox organization will be better a 

en Iz. fitted than ever to serve you, the power engineers of the future. Ss 

- 23a = 

BABCOCK & WILCOX é 
THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY Ee 
85 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 

G-293 = 

DIESEL FUEL TESTING... ETHYL ALCOHOL FROM WOOD... 

(continued:from page: 10) (continued from page 10) 

at a constant speed of 900 rpm. The compression ratio is packed in layers by means of sudden steam pressure until 

| adjusted until the injection begins at 13° before TDC and the digester is full. Steam is then admitted to displace the 

ignition beginning at TDC (lighting the two neon bulbs air and heat up the charge to about 150°C. Hot dilute 

simultaneously.) The compression ratio is thus fixed and sulfuric acid (concentration 0.8 per cent) is added and 

the variable compression plug locked in position. allowed to stand for several minutes to penetrate the chips 

2. Next, reference fuels of known cetane rating are and hydrolyze the hemicellulose. The liquor is removed 

tried in the cylinder until an ignition lag approaching 13° from the bottom of the digester with the aid of a small 

is again obtained for the previously fixed compression amount of steam pressure. This steam also serves to heat 

ratio. up the charge for the next treatment. The liquor, after 

3. When two reference fuels are found which bracket removal, is sent to a tank where flash evaporation and 

the unknown fuel, interpolation is used to determine the cooling take place. The resulting liquor is run to storage 

| cetane rating of the test sample. The reference fuels must tanks and is now ready for fermentation. 

be within eight cetane numbers of each other for a suit- More 0.5 per cent sulfuric acid is added to the digester 

able bracket condition. and the process repeated until the concentration of the 
In actual practice, cetane and alpha-methyl napthalene sugar solution goes below 2 pet cent reducing sugat, grad- 

are not used for reference because of their excessive cost. ually increasing the temperature to 185°C. Then the bot- 

Instead secondary reference fuels which have been cali- . : : sg: 
. . tom of the digester is opened and the residue left is dis- 

brated against the primary fuels are used. 23 5 
. . . charged due to the pressure inside. Complete hydrolysis 

Principle outlets for these test engines are at present ’ . 
. : and extraction requires from 3 to 4 hours. For softwoods, 

with the petroleum manufacturers, with some truck fleet ; . . 
; Beces & s 5 the yield of reducing sugar is from 45 to 53 per cent. 

owners investing m their own testing apparatus. However, . 

as Diesel engines continue to attain greater prominence, The various sugar liquors are all combined, neutralized 

an increased number of outlets will appear for the all- with lime, and fermented to produce solutions containing 

important “cetane rating” test engine. from 2 to 3 per cent alcohol by volume. 
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—Fran Tennis, me’46 

Bob Clayton, me’46 

Voter: “Why, I wouldn’t vote for you if you were St. Mistress: “You know, I suspect that my husband has a y: y y' P' y 

Peter himself.” love affair with his stenographer.” 

Candidate: “If I were St. Peter, you couldn’t vote for Maid: “I don’t believe it. You’re only trying to make 

me. You wouldn’t be in my district.” me jealous.” 
e 

© Instructor: “How old is a person born in 1925?” 
Love is a funny thing Engineer: “Man or woman?” 

It catches the young and the old 

It’s like a plate of G.I. stew e 

Before you turn ’round, it’s cold. 

It makes you feel like a fresh water eel Two gentlemen had just been to church and were dis- 

And causes your head to swell. cussing the different happenings that took place. 

You lose your mind, for love is blind “Say, Jim, what is that little bowl of water at each 
And you spend your money as well. aisle?” 

ha ae aeeiee of cash, Jim: “Oh, that’s holy water.” 

eit love is firm and strong te ai 

But when they have to live on hash How, do they:make holy water? 
Their love don’e last so long. Jim: “I guess they just boil the hell out of it.” 

Oh boys, keep away from girls, I say e 

But give them lots of room, 
For once they’re wed they'll bang your head, 
With the bald-headed end of a broom Parson: “Goodbye and God bless you and be careful 

: that the rowdies in town don’t play any tricks on you.” 
So young man, take my advice y 

And don’t hurry to wed Newlyweds: “Don’t worry, Parson, they won’t catch us 

For you'll think you’re in clover ’til your honeymoon’s napping.” 

over ° 

And then you'll wish you were dead. 
—Sandy Hook Foghorn Barber: “Was your tie red when you came in?” 

e G.L: “Certainly not.” 

Barber: “Gosh.” 

Dean: “Js this your likker?” * 

Freshman? “No, siz” All the working girls want from a man is his seat on the 

"ih wth sn bus, his sal d his job. 
Dean: “So that’s your likker then?” ay hitstleny eeny paydayrand (hin js 

Second Freshman: “No, sir.” s 

Dean: “Well, I don’t give a damn whose likker it is; Bub: “Did he.die a natural death?” 

I’m going to take a drink.” Uub: “No, he had a doctor.” 

e 
° 

“T’m going to quit dating engineers; they always leave “Some of the best cooks in the world are in the army.” 
prints on my neck.” “What are they doing?” 

“Yeah—but lawyers are always contesting your will.” (please turn to page 30) 
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| __ Fire was both a tool and a limitation for the ancients. With it : i Ui co. . they made things of tin and lead, silver and gold, But their fires [_  Beew oe : oe Te ne 
“ were never hot enough for the sterner metals. i i - <cceiomacagannshimeeniemeres mma est i 

Man’s progress through the ages has been accelerated each i oo ~~ =) hh eae, 
time he has learned to create and control a higher temperature. oe, “ee ‘iti CO 

: f oes ina a With the electric arc came heat hotter than any fire. And, by See ae a c 
means of carbon or graphite electrodes—developed by research = en _ bmp tgen : | 
of NATIONAL CARBON ComPANY, INC., a Unit of UCC—man put Seca — 

the electric arc to work in furnaces such as the one you see above. 7 
: = : | — @ @ 7;=+»=rs— tw—tswswC*C~C—~—~—~C*C*C—C—Cis Born in the terrific heat of the electric furnace are many of a i... _ 7 

the alloy steels used in ships, trains, planes and other equipment, oe mn a 
| and also the ferro-alloys that give strength, toughness, hardness | __ Electricity, comes to the — fumace on tal 

the wali Gne‘stait leas _-ta-thees steele. “Chiese fai | _bars, It is carried into the furnace by earhan —or the quality of being stainless—to these steels. These mate- | __ (or graphite) electrodes, which ye eee 
rials—and the intense heat that produces them —are vitally nee- _——_fecting down into a brick tinea b i. Car Ben | 
essary to American industrial progress. i _Tsused because, unlike meta, tll nak melts | | | __ You see carbon in many forms other than | v | ___ electrodes. Diamonds are pure carbon, Gra. 4 

| -__ phite, whieh is the “lead” in pencils, fsearbon | 
Coming from the electric furnace—in addition to alloy steels and ferro- ee ant teens tne ci 
alloys—are phosphorus, abrasives, calcium carbide for acetylene used for | is the sul plect of a De eee th . | 
welding and cutting, and many special alloys. |___ National ¢ arbor | okof UCC, 7 

‘or further information wri t P-2, “The Si ; | °° #&3&=iiiiéiéO.O-O-CFCFCTCFCN"E€’DWQWRW:— &S§$§$:s=E For further information write for booklet P-2, “The Story of the Carbon u  # |» ~~ hv _ 
Arc”... there is no obligation. _.... .. 

| 
BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS 

Y 
| UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION 

30 East 42nd Street [9 New York 17,N. Y. 

Principal Units in the United States and their Products 

ALLOYS AND METALS — Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes Stellite Company, United States Vanadium Corporation 
CHEMICALS — Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation ELECTRODES, CARBONS & BATTERIES — National Carbon Company, Inc. 

INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE — The Linde Air Products Company, The Oxweld Railroad Service Company, The Prest-O-Lite Company, Ine, 

PLASTICS — Bakelite Corporation



maga’ 2a P ysl ANCIENT IRON SMELTING ... 

wes N ‘ en de ° 2. Se (continued from page 16) 

{= ey a ~§ AccURACY oe i nace; that is, the introduction of alternate layers of fuel, 

are * oots BRING B _ flux, and ore. The furnace was built entirely above the 

é GooD T TO EVERY JO , ground. This feature permitted the placement of the 

} an ear ae tuyere at the bottom. The shape of the inside varied from 

Y - . 5 ned m4 ~~ x z% p _ a simple square to a shape resembling that of a modern 

w a 2 a, Sena Ve | blast furnace. The size of the hearth and the fuels used 

a . Go= A \\ of were not, however, sufficient to attain fusion tempera- 

fs . oe GC. \ = tures. In spite of the fact that the product was the same 

Si. * . CER v ae) as that of the Catalan forge, the design of the furnace 

Se mS ~ oe oa 5 YZ fg was a step forward in the direction of the blast furnace. 
Se _ fy The Stuckofen was in common use in Germany for the 

_ (BS : Soe smelting of iron about the year 1320. Though this furnace 

. ™ * : “was not designed to produce liquid metal, occasional fu- 

sion occurred—much to the dismay of these early foun- 

¢ © And there’s a Brown & Sharpe Tool for drymen. The fused metal, which often contained as high 

every mechanical need. Make your selection as three percent carbon, was considered unusable due to 

from the extensive line listed in Small Tools ——— . . 
zs The literature first mentions the existence of a blast 

Catalog No. 34. Copy sent on request. Brown furnace in the year 1340. The location of this hearth was 

& Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R.I., U.S.A. Belgium. The German Stuckofen, which was a modifica- 

tion of the Osmund furnace, is considered to be the im- 

mediate forerunner of the blast furnace. The production 

of cast iron from the first blast furnace was considered to 

BROW N ei S H A RN P 2 be an unfortunate happening. When the operators realized 

TO O e ) that the cast iron was the natural product of this new fur- 

nace, they proceeded to devise methods for refining and 

using this material. 

Thus, we see that the difficulty of producing fusion 

temperatures for iron and the relative ease of working 

" the product of the earlier forges and furnaces were instru- 

vA \\) mental in delaying the advent of the “Machine Age”, 

\ development of modern methods of manufacture of fer- 

ny) } . rous metals, of these earlier furnaces. 

: NITE | Engineers are now able to duplicate tropic humidity in 

a) USE OKO! i ne insulation tests, in which the air is completely saturated 

VARNISHED cAMBRIC — with moisture? 

" swsotarep WIRES AND CABLES One of the most remarkable lighting units of this war 

i Se oo oe is a mobile lighting unit, ready for any emergency, and 

ee which will function as a searchlight, floodlight, beacon, or 

_— what have you? 

BULLETIN OK-1013 tells where and how to a 

install Okonite Varnished Cambric Insulated 
Wires and Cables. Secure it by writing to Once upon a time there were seven brothers. The first 

The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. was a lawyer and the second one didn’t know anything 

either. The third was a politician and the fourth was a 

iene aeneearmnamaes . crook too. The fifth was a banker and the sixth occupied 

es COKON ITE a cell next to mine. And the seventh was a bachelor like 

Rae INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES «27» his father. 
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i rains a a a C8 RE py " = SIRT ia): FLAME SURGERY REMOVES 
THREE-TON TUMOR 

LARGE chunk of metal, containing a pieces small enough j 

A mixture of coke and sandformed _for removal with the FROM IRON INVALID 
| inside this huge drum casting when the oxygen lance—an in- , 
| hot metal accidentally broke through strument which cuts ° 

the sand during the pouring operation. _ through heavy thick- 
This “tumor” — about two feet in diam- nesses of metal with a jet of oxygen. fhrough these products, through this 
eter and five feet long—was too big ; The treatment was followed; the —_ research and through its field engi- 
to be removed through the openings “operation” was completed success- neering service, Air Reduction has 
in the end of the drum. The casting— fully in forty hours and the $1500 rendered important aid to many manu- 
costing in the neighborhood of $1500 patient went right to work at its ap- facturers in their wartime task of pro- 9, : p 

| — was too valuable to be scrapped. pointed task. ducing the tools of victory. 
So a member of Air Reduction’s The oxygen lance is one of scores For additional information on Airco 

| Applied Engineering staff was called of Airco products for the shaping, oxyacetylene flame processes and 
into consultation. He studied the case joining’ and treating of metals with their many applications in war and 
and prescribed cutting the tumor into the oxyacetylene flame and electric peacetime industry, write for a free 

arc, Many of these products were de- copy of the interesting publication 
veloped by Air Reduction for use in “Airco in the News". Address your 
new and improved processes which request to Dept. CP, Air Reduction, 60 

re have grown out of Airco's extensive East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. 
Y ap research activities. * BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS * 

| We 

AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY 

MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO. AI R 
NATIONAL CARBIDE CORPORATION aoe (AIRCO) R REDUCTION 
THE OHIO CHEMICAL & MFG. CO. 60 EAST 42nd STREET . NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 
‘WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC. 

OXYGEN, ACETYLENE AND OTHER ATMOSPHERIC GASES * GAS WELDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS » CALCIUM CARBIDE 
ARC WELDING MACHINES AND SUPPLIES » CARBON DIOXIDE + “DRY ICE” » ANAESTHETIC AND THERAPEUTIC GASES AND APPARATUS 
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WHY NOT BETTER LUBRICATION? ... is important. It depends on your not forgetting the work 

(condawedérom paged) that has preceded. You have the key points of this and 

: ii other courses in your vest-pocket notes. 
unsupervised manner. Such a condition is extremely poor 

practice because a machine may be running dry for a con- Here is where system enters. Get busy at the beginning 

siderable part of the time, causing excessive wear, or on of the term. You will find that your pack of cards rapidly 

the other hand, more oil than is necessary may be supplied, grows. Mix them all together—chemistry, French, history, 

resulting in waste and high lubrication cost. Facilities for math., and biology. Now be careful. Every morning select 

regular, automatic feed could well be incorporated into the a certain number from that pile for review—let us say ten. 

design of new machines to provide automatic and efficient Make it an absolutely rigid point that these ten are read 

lubrication, for in most shops a few drops PEE hour saved over carefully during the course of the day. You have got 

on a bearing, when multiplied by all the thousands of 
. . . to hold. yourself to a schedule. Where, when, or how you 

bearings on all the machines, may mean a saving of many , . 
read them makes little difference, but get them read and 

barrels of oil in the course of a year. . 
be thorough about it. 

Now the importance of careful lubrication is easily seen, 

for it is the effectiveness of lubrication that controls the Then replace them. One card came early in the course. 

wearing out of machines, the frequency and amount of You know everything on it thoroughly. Place it on the 

repairs, and most important of all, the lowered production bottom of the pile. It will be quite a time before you meet 

due to time lost in removing a machine from service for again. Another you are not so sure of. Put it in the mid- 

maintenance and repairs. Certainly lubrication is so funda- dle. That means you will run across it again in, say, two 

mental to the operation of any machine that it merits im- weeks, Finally, you meet a card which represents a lecture 
portant consideration in the designing stages; yet in very of yesterday. It was difficult and you know that you have 

few cases does it receive the attention it deserves. If it is : ‘ 3 
: : . not mastered it. So put it near the top, where you will get 

basic enough to be essential to the operation of every : sn i 
. . . . at it again in the very near future. 

machine and of major importance in the cost of its upkeep 

and repair, why then, is the subject of lubrication not The idea is to guarantee that you keep reviewing your 

taught in the machine design and plant management entire work during the course of the year. Also, that you 

courses in the universities throughout the country, so that keep seeing the stuff you have mastered in rather long in- 

young men going forth in the design field may give ade- tervals, while you have the material you have not mastered 

quate attention to the basic problems of lubrication while served up to you every few days. 

those responsible for the efficient operation of the plant : * a 
P . . P. : P Another point. Do exactly the same thing with the 

may fully realize the importance, especially from the all- ; 
. j : i ‘ books you read. Don’t blame your memory because you 
important economic standpoint, of giving each machine 4th h a book dichen fail i 3 

under their supervision the proper lubrication it deserves? *°* through a: book once and. then: tall ition an examina: 
tion. Anyone but a genius will do the same thing. Be rea- 

a sonable—and systematic. Get the hard points of that book 

down on your cards. One card will generally cover from 

ee D ° e 99 I ten to twenty pages, dependent on the nature of the book. 

Iqging nh But treat your outside reading just as you would treat your 

lectures. 

, | ‘HE secret is not in how to study, it is in how to review. Finally, you run bump into the examinations. If you 

Try this simple system. have been following my suggestions you are more or less 

Take your notes as you have been taught to. Then buy “all set.” Your review is practically done because you have 

some three-by-five filing cards. Look over your notes and been seeing to it every day. However, you take all those 

use a red pencil. Some parts are easy to remember. There chemistry cards out of the key pile. Go through them and 
« : p99 . . 

SEE other parts that are the veriest devil.” That formula check all doubtful points with a red pencil. Do it again 
i chemistry or name in history or declension in Latin. and the puzzlers should have a blue pencil this time. Then, 

| These are the key points in the lecture. Write small and . : : 
| ; finally get the points which are still beyond your ken down 

entcr these high spots on your three-by-five cards. One ‘ 
: : : on separate cards and hammer away at them. There won’t 

side of such a card will take care of the real posers in any 
Li be more than three or four cards. Lastly, the day before 

one lecture. 
og: . the examination, read over your general notes carefully 

Now you have the difficult points all together on cards. : zi 
‘ ; and then go to a picture the night before. —G. H. Esta- 

... Tuck those cards into your pocket. Then, during the brooks, Col Uni sty, in “The Int llegian.” 
3 niversity, in e Intercollegian. 

spare moments of the day, use those cards. The ten min- FooKS) MOlgate v ® 

utes before dinner or waiting for a date, or loafing after 

one. Your success in that chemistry course isn’t going to 
, y going Reprinted upon request, as appeared in November ’31 WIS- 

depend so much on getting every day’s work, although that | CONSIN ENGINEER. 
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tells the WHY of Ball Beari 
| ~— There is a simple, fundamental truth in the principle of the 

|seF SS ball bearing: “Nothing Rolls Like a Ball!” oo g g 
Lg fe 

= BZ The ball possesses inherent advantages unequalled by any 
: —____] other rolling body. There are no ends to a ball—so its axis of 

rotation need never be artificially fixed. y Place a book on your desk TRY THIS: Beets of . ‘ “ book ae ng “the dese Thus, a Ball bearing bears the loads on a circle of free rolling 

didn motion “hard oa stecl balls, reducing friction and wear, maintaining precise lo- 
Bonk desk and enerer. cation of parts and cutting maintenance time—as does no other 

a Se eee type bearing. 

1’ ~ rt~—~—~—~*”s That is why over 300 million New Departure Ball Bearings 
os yp ye | are at work in this war. That is why designers of peace-time 
—~—— _F machinery are designing more ball bearings into their machin- 

og or ery than ever before. 

THEN THIS: place Your hand’ on top There is really no substitute for the ball bearing—nor any 
rll ec, ane hookmoves substitute for the technical experience and creative engineering 

- That's rolling motion. that go into New Departure Ball Bearings. = » smooth and easy on every- f om thing ! 5 pe j A c e ¥ Ask for your free copy of “Why Anti-friction Bearings?” 

i eect 
Tn , ae % 5 * aU Cut-away view of Same ° y "| Now Depertre Bl Bering -- nothing rolls like a ball _ 

ee - NEW DEPARTURE _ 
i \ <i 4 Pe z : 
\\ ee @e 3 "BALL BEARINGS 
\ \ . ) 

NY ~) ef j NEW DEPARTURE + DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS «+ BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 
FS Sales Branches: DETROIT, G.M. Bldg., Trinity 2-4700 

3339 NN se CHICAGO, 230 N. Michigan Ave., State 5454 * LOS ANGELES, 5035 Gifford Ave., Kimball 7161 
ed J $ - i 
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| SHEETS uUstToRY does not reveal who tics. You may initiate and benefit 
* invented the microscope. But from these newer or wider uses. 

it was a Dutch merchant, Anthony Here’s how. You know best what 
) Robs Van Leeuwenhoek who made it properties—physical, electrical, 
| practical. Peering through a tiny chemical or mechanical you re- 

: bead of glass he ground into a lens, quire of a material. Give us this in- 

he became the first to seethe organ- formation to start on and we'll be 
TUBES isms of the microscopic world. glad to let you know whether our 

Ls This kind of inquisitiveness still type of technical plastics can help 
©, : pays. For example, present-day in- youincurrentor future plans. In any 

Se / FABRICATED vestigators are bringing into view case, send for the complete catalo, 0 gators « ging plete catalog 
WA PARTS : many practical new uses for plas- of Synthane technical plastics. 

CQ) SYNTHANE CORPORATION, OAKS, PENNSYLVANIA 
MOLDED ACAD, Plan your present and future products with Synthane Technical Plastics 

an 

MOLDED LAMINATED 
FORMS and PRODUCTS 

SHEETS » RODS e TUBES » FABRICATED PARTS ‘s MOLDED-LAMINATED © MOLDED-MACERATED 
in 

t 
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SHORT CIRCUITS... Said the pretty girl as she dashed for the train, “Sure 

(continued from page 22) my sailor’s got a girl in every port—it’s me.” 

A typical incident at U. W.: 

Prof. Rall rapped on his desk and shouted: “Gentle- ° 
_ » 

men—order! Order! . m » Three 4Fs walked into a saloon together and immedi- 
Whereupon the entire class yelled: “Beer. aely qade for the bar, One piped-upr “Give me an 

° orangeade.” The second ordered a coke. Keeping his 

head, the third one spoke: “Give me a glass of water. I’m 
Beers (Chem. Class): “What can you tell me about driving.” 

. an riving. 
nitrates? . 

Baffled Student: “Well—er—they’re a lot cheaper than 

dayrates.”” Why peel bananas before we eat them? Why peel 

e oranges before we eat them? It just wastes time. We know 

already what’s inside of them. 
Joe College (over phone): “John Smith is sick and 

can’t attend classes today. He requested me to notify you.” e 

Professor: “All right. Who is this speaking?” 
Lephic: ” In a telephone booth: “My friend is tall, handsome, 

Joe College: “This is my room mate. : : 
and distinguished looking.” 

s “Don’t lie to her, Joe, I’m not tall.” 

Women’s faults are many, 

Men have only two: * 

Everything they say TOAST 

And everything they do. Here’s to the man who loves his wife 

e And loves his wife alone. 

YIPPEE For many a man loves another man’s wife 

“I’m tired of this routine existence”, explained the When he ought to be loving his own. 

fraternity brother to his roommate. “Let’s do something 

extraordinary, startling, magnificent; something that will . 

i hirl make our brains whirl, our pulses throb, and our hearts Womenigive and’ fhesiver men eet and forwen 

eap. 
—Yell k, 

“Okay”, said the roommate, so they studied. e ellow Jacket 

e 
Room Apt. $16.50; 3 rooms $12.50. 

“Cheer up me man”, said the Irish doctor to a man Young couple with or without baby. 

suffering from three wounds. “Only one of your injuries (Will fix.) —Classified adv. in the Denver (Colo.) Post. 
is fatal; from the other two you may recover”. 
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WANTED: 
: 

A 1941 Summer Survey 

| Camp Picture: 

Some member of the 1941 camp 

who neglected to buy a group pic- about the hardest metal made by man 
ture at the time has taken the framed 

picture from the hall outside of —  #gf Pa ai, OE NER acne | 

neering Building. It is not possible —_ eo 4 caer FF a. .) . | ew: | 

to get another print. Will some pa- = « ag ee cc - i ee sy od R 

triotic member of the 1941 camp [= “7 eo U ; Ps pe Re Ree, 3 

please donate his camp picture so Leg a ~ As a" ee a 
eC Of i E — ewer eee 

the collection from 1920 to 1942 < se Ot - = A a1 

will be complete? a. __ —_—. ss Sy 
Please send your camp picture to (rts Be ns o : ene o 

R Ss. 0. Ed ion-Engi AMAZING FACT NO. 1—Carboloy Cemented AMAZING FACT NO. 2—The hardest metal 
ay’ Os Mwen, ucation-Engineer- Carbide starts out as a mixture of simple made by man works at speeds once thought 

ing Building, Surveying Lab. metallic powders! Under heat and pressure, impossibly high! It has what it takes to 
it is transformed into a super-hard metal machine today’s super-tough alloys to tol- 
—in an endless variety of shapes and erances never before possible in mass pro- 
forms—for machine tools, dies and wear- duction. It commonly doubles, even triples, 

¢ proofed parts. the output of machines and men. 

If anyone has a sliderule in very i y Q oe "gag % = 

good condition, and wishes to sell me — , } iS ape fa 

it, would you please inquire at the i . rf he 
Wisconsin Engineer office? We Ny! 7, Es a 2 

know of someone who is in great be _ i= bat poy oe X a 

need of one at once.  ¢ SSC Gao ,( a eS - 2 ee g 
i ee ee Oh a Petes + x AG | oo 3 Cl ae a Ay FS 4 

AMAZING FACT NO. 3—Carboloy Cemented AMAZING FACT NO. 4—This miracle metal 
1O0-FT uy l Carbide has literally revolutionized produc- is one of the most wear-resistant materials 

v4 In tion—in the forming of sheet metal, and known. This characteristic, of great value 
= ral RT in drawing wire and tubing, as well as in during the war, will open up countless new Go J ae : iS 
Be -) } KF ais: machining operations. It has cleared serious peacetime uses. Examples — valves, gauges, 

Fe fy. Si | bottlenecks in vital war industries—speed- guides, machine parts—and non-industrial 
mSo yp Si ing tank, aircraft and ammunition produc- uses such as wear-resistant guides for deep 

| KN Vy, ho tion, and naval building programs. sea fishing rods, 

Mm fed Ley NO 
sinned r | Increased output — lower costs — for you 

| RS NOW, in your present shop set- ability to build better products, in larger 
, Cj up, Carboloy Cemented Carbide volume, at lower costs. . 

\ 2 A ANE will step up production of vitally needed . 
} ; \ / (| f war oe a : y And remember this—in many cases 
ip NS 9 ond Seca Carboloy Cemented Carbide tools ac- | AG Ew 4A At the same time your organization : 
Oe y : . : tually cost less than far less efficient 
Ue will gain valuable experience for the . . 

YA NG . be materials for corresponding uses, 
oe ease oe peacetime competitive battle to come— 

— , in which success will depend upon CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC., DETROIT 32. 

It 

could 
The Hardest Metal 

happen Made by Man 
to 

TRADE MARK ee <4 
you. 

CEMENTED CARBIDE — 
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| PUBLICATIONS eae JOB PRINTING | 

| OF ALL KINDS Nis” oF att TYPES | 

e e 

| We SPECIALIZE in 

| 

| STUDENT PRINTING | | 
————— SSeSeSeSeeeeSeEeeeEeEeeEeeeSeSeSeSeSesesesesese 

| | 
| Come in and let us help plan 

| your printing. 

| | 

“lust Off the Campus” | 14 
| 823 Universiry AVENUE TELEPHONE BADGER 1137 

Ficure 4 

RADIO IMPROVEMENT .. . 
(continued from page 17) T 

C 
When rectifiers of the type shown in Figures 2 and 3 Zit 

were first used in any quantity in radio sets, there were AC. 

quite a few cases of failures of tubes or filter condensers Powe! 

or both as the resistors Ri, Re, and Rs were not used. The 7% 

3 5 I ie 

cause of these failures was investigated by one tube com- ‘ee 

pany by manually turning on and off a radio in which 2 f,/ter 

there were repeated failures and finding the average num- ~ 

ber of times the radio could be turned on before a part 

failed. This number was found to be the same as the in turn some new disadvantage. Figure 4 shows the series 

probability that the set could be turned on at the instant Jing feed type of doubler. During one half cycle con- 

of a positive peak in the A-C wave and that therefore the  genser Ci is charged through tube 1 and during the next 

trouble was probably due to the large transient currents aif cycle the voltage across C: is in series with the line 

which were possible. Resistors Ri, R:, and Rs serve to limit voltage with this circuit is twice that of the peak of the 

this transient, R» and Rs limiting the peak tube current if no load current is drawn. This circuit, while not having 

and Ri limiting the current through the filaments of the yearly as good regulation as the symmetrical doubler, has 

tubes when they are cold and have as little as one-seventh the advantage that one side of the power line is connected 

of their hot resistance. directly to the negative side of the receiver circuit, keeping 

There are several modifications of the doubler circuit the potential between cathodes and filaments of the tubes 

of Figure 3, each of which is designed to eliminate some _ in the receiver to a minimum, as the filaments are directly 

disadvantage of this circuit, but most of which introduce across the power line. 
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